Rates
Introduction
Currently AWB Editor supports the loaded of “Other charges” rates to be later used in AWB.

Other charges rates
Loading rates in the program
To enter other charges rates go to Database->Rates, in there you will see a list of all currently
loaded rates. To add a new rate click on “Add” and enter the following information:








Airline prefix: the three digits code of the airline related to this charge. Or leave blank
if it is not related to an airline.
Code: the three-letters code of the charge, for example SCC.
Rate type: how the rate is calculated, the options are:
o Chargeable weight rate: the total is calculated by multiplying the total
chargeable weight by the rate.
o Gross weight rate: the total is calculated by multiplying the total gross weight
by the rate.
o Fixed value: the total is a fixed value
Rate: the amount of the rate, if the type of rate is “Fixed value” then this value will be
the other charge total. If it depends on the weigh then this value will be multiplied by
the weight
Minimum rate: when creating a rate that depends on the weight, then this is the
minimum total value of the charge

After entering the data click on “Accept” to save the rate in the database.

Modifying or deleting rates
At any time you may modify a rate or delete it. Documents that used the rate will not be
affected at all.

Using rates
To use a rate in an AWB first enter the airline prefix and all the weight information. Then add
the charges: after entering the three-letter code the amount will be filled automatically.
Note that if you change the weight of the AWB you will have to modify the other charges as
they will not be automatically updated.

